NAPPO Conference Call Report
Expert Group:

Likelihood of establishment

Location:

Conference call and momentum telecom

Date:

August 25, 2016

Chairperson
Participants:

Nancy Villegas, SENASICA

N. Villegas, SENASICA

R. Favrin, CFIA

Y. Balci, PPQ

C. Devorshak, PPQ (30min)

J. Cranney, Industry

K. Church, CFIA

P. Abad, PPQ

A. Suazo, NAPPO

S. Bloem, NAPPO

Summary
Project:

Likelihood of establishment

General comments:

Review document under development
Review presentation provided by Christina Devorshak

Item 1:

PowerPoint presentation - Christina pointed that she developed
this to help the group visualize how real examples help in the
interpretation of the elements to be considered in estimating the
probability of establishment. She indicated the examples used
for each element are either very specific or general cases from
the US.
No major comments

Consensus:
Item 2:

The objective of this project was summarized and explained to
the new NAPPO technical director, for his information.

Consensus:

No major comments

Item 3:

The document under development was reviewed and it was
agreed that members of the group will provide examples to
illustrate the interpretation of the elements in section 4 of the
document. The examples should include different taxonomic
groups (nematode, pathogens, weeds). It was agreed that the
elements to be considered would be those listed in the Power
Point presentation, which were taken directly from ISPM-11
Yilmaz commented that some examples he had gathered are
applicable to several elements; Yilmaz indicated he had problem
with the interpretation of the elements for the potential pest

Consensus:

Other subjects
Consensus:

adaptation; it was agreed that a text section could be added to
clearly explain each element. The group will contribute with
suggestions on how to improve the explanations for each
element.
Use of Google Docs to review the document on the next call.
Annual meeting presentation.
Rob will attend the annual meeting; Yilmaz will not attend; Nancy
is trying to attend. Confirm if Christina will be present.
Next Steps

Responsible Person
NAPPO

NAPPO

All EG members

Action
The NAPPO secretariat will add the examples to the
presentation provided by Christina to the document and
upload the document to Google Drive/Docs
Will prepare an example of the PowerPoint slides
needed for the EG presentation- They will be sent to
Nancy.
Provide examples to improve point 4 of the document.
This will be done via email or Google Drive/doc with
notifications sent to the EG members.

Date
Week of
September 5
or before
Week of
September 5
or before
Week of
September 5
or before

Next Meeting
Location:

Conference call and Google docs

Date:

September 22, 2016 at 3:00 EDT; 2:00 pm Mexico time.
Proposed Agenda Items

1. Group review and improvement of document using Google Docs
2. Continue with presentation at annual meeting.
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